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ow Much Do Trainers Earn?” Since Stuart Riley’s feature

appeared in the Racing Post on May 22 I’ve been asking

myself whether this was a legitimate, or even a

particularly interesting, question for racing’s trade newspaper to pose

on behalf of its readers.

In terms of legitimacy, I can only imagine that the purpose of

investigating and disclosing the extent of a trainer’s personal income,

rather than exposing the full costs an owner can expect to pay for

training and racing the horses he or she owns, would be to allow

potential customers to determine whether they wished to do business

with and send horses to that trainer. 

In that respect, Johnston Racing’s longstanding policy of full

disclosure as to its daily training fee, set out in detail and easily

accessible on the stable’s website, deserves credit as it is clearly

exceptional within the racing industry as a whole. Indeed, Tim

Vaughan and Lucinda Russell, the only other trainers whose detailed

fees are quoted in the feature, are also to be praised for making their

charges clear on their respective websites.

As Mark has set out in this month’s Straight Talking, Riley’s

approach takes a simplistic view and overlooks or underestimates

many of the costs associated with running a training business. Given

that, as Riley notes, the subject of training fees is “a subject

commonly shrouded in mystery”, it was always unlikely that his

feature would arrive at any detailed conclusions. 

And why should it have? Is it not glaringly obvious that, as in any

walk of life, there will be practitioners who make a good living from

the practice of their profession while others operate at a lower level?

Would it surprise anyone to learn that an established partner in a City

law firm in London earns significantly more than a new partner in a

high street firm in a provincial town ‘up North’, or that a football

manager of a ‘top six’ Premiership side has a salary light years

removed from that earned by a side struggling in the National League

North? The relative skill, experience and expertise demonstrated by

these respective individuals will often, though not always, explain the

disparity in the rewards they achieve.

One wonders what the purpose of the feature was. Bruce

Millington’s column, published the day after Riley’s feature, didn’t

help with an analysis of Riley’s intent. 

Rehashing the daily rates of Tim Vaughan and Mark Johnston’s

training operations, and without mentioning the caveats regarding

veterinary costs which his colleague did have the decency to insert, he

sneered: “Why the difference, I wonder? Surely horse food is horse

food whether you are in Wales, Yorkshire or anywhere else?” He goes

on to advise readers that “it would pay to shop around fairly for the

best deal.”

Fortunately, it is highly unlikely that those considering buying a

horse and entering into the world of racehorse ownership will put

Millington’s advice ahead of using their own judgement and looking

at the consistent record of success (or otherwise) achieved by a trainer,

and the facilities they can provide for their horses.

So was this a genuine effort, for whatever reason, to actually find

out what trainers earn, whether or not that would add to the sum of

human knowledge, or was it an attempt to drive down training costs

by directing new customers to those charging lower fees? 

Sadly, I found the Post's interest on how much trainers earn

standing in stark contrast to their lack of interest in how much income

racecourses are generating. Only a couple of months ago, they were

slating horsemen calling for a boycott of low prize-money races, and

despite their own Lee Mottershead calling for more transparency on

the disclosure of media rights income at the height of the ‘prize-money

crisis’, they have signally failed to address that issue. I genuinely

wonder why.

Off the bridle
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T was with a mixture of sadness and relief that I learned of

Ruby Walsh’s decision to retire from the saddle after his

Punchestown Gold Cup triumph on Kemboy at the beginning

of May. As well as being a master of his craft, Ruby always came

across as an engaging and warm personality. It was a relief to see him

bring his career to an end on a high, without sustaining more of the

injuries with which he has had to contend throughout his career.

I loved the various tributes which flowed in the days after the

announcement. I particularly appreciated two images conjured up by

Richard Forristal. 

He spoke firstly of Walsh being “possessed of the same

psychological resilience that’s required to set the great apart from the

good”; again, he identified  in Ruby an element of ‘unflinching

composure’, which allowed him to operate effectively in the most

pressurised of environments. Great words, which go some way to

capturing the essence of a great man.
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RUCE Millington’s laughable assertion that “transporting

horses...to the racecourse is actually a core income pillar”

for trainers reminded me of the late Peter ‘P.J.’ Poston and

his training methods in the 1960s and 70s. A former wholesale

butcher, Poston took advantage of the Levy Board travel allowance

scheme at the time to travel horses from his Newmarket yard to

Scotland, thus making a small profit every time they ran.

According to a Guardian article by Clement Freud published in

1968, he owned two horseboxes each capable of transporting six

horses to the races. One box was based up north, and he would send

six horses to race at the likes of Lanark and Edinburgh (as

Musselburgh was then known) on a relay system, bringing the

previous team of six back for a rest between races. The yard’s horses,

more often than not, would be ridden by apprentices to save on

jockeys’ fees.

As a teenager, I recall seeing his Homefield, who landed the

Tennent Trophy at Ayr in 1973, race to a front-running success at

Hamilton at decent odds.

Fittingly, having profited from running his horses so frequently

on the Scottish circuit, Poston sponsored the apprentice maiden

stakes which featured on Lanark’s card on October 18, 1977, the last

day of racing on the track.
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